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Dear BMC Editor

Many thanks for accepting our manuscript to be published in principle, and giving us the opportunity to revise our manuscript. You will find attaché the answers and changes to the manuscript that recommended by the editor

Dr. Amin S.I.Banaga

**Major revisions changes**

1- **Authors' contributions:** Please indicate that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.

Answer: all authors read and approved the final manuscript and it have been added in the authors' contribution section

2- **Additional files:** Please remove from the manuscript.

Answer: I removed it as recommended

**Minor Revisions:**

1- **Tables:** Please remove vertical lines.

Answer: I removed it as recommended

2- **Typography:** Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions.

Answer: We reviewed the manuscript for any typographical errors and corrected as recommended.